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A Brief History of the

– and its namesake

1

The Institute for Women’s Leadership conveniently has a page on its website
relating its history, beginning in 2003. However, a document in the CSB Archives
shows that there was a concerted effort to establish a women’s center five years
earlier, in 1998.
https://www.csbsju.edu/iwl/history
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In March of 1998, Molly Oberweiser, then a junior, drafted a proposal for a
women’s center at St. Ben’s and sought the support of the Counseling Department
before presenting the proposal to Mary Geller, CSB’s Vice President of Student
Development.
1998 Oberweiser Womens Center proposal.pdf
Photo from 1995-1996 CSB/SJU Student Directory
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Molly outlined a three-year development project, with an estimated budget that
included a salaried Director. It would provide educational efforts and programming
concerning sexual assault, alcohol abuse, eating disorders, and a safe environment
for LGBT students.
1998 Oberweiser Womens Center proposal.pdf
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But Molly’s proposal is by itself in the Archives; no documentation – so far – tells us
what happened to her proposal.
1998 Oberweiser Womens Center proposal.pdf
Photo from 1995-1996 CSB/SJU Student Directory
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But things changed by 2003, when students Beth Heinzen, in the class of 2005, and
Sarah Sumers, ’04, met with Mary Geller. They got the CSB Trustees “on board”
about the Women’s Center, and construction work began on a space in the Haehn
Campus Center.
https://www.csbsju.edu/iwl/history
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This agenda for an informational meeting held in December 2003 indicates what
was being done to get things going.
2003 12 08 Center for Women meeting.pdf
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The Record published an article about the Center in January 2004, which quotes
Mary Geller: The Women’s Center “is giving women the ability to examine who
they are in society today…It is truly owned by the students” and will be defined by
them. The space designated for it was the game room in the Haehn Campus Center.
2004 Jan. 22 The Record p. 1
https://cdm.csbsju.edu/digital/collection/CSBArchNews/id/32175/rec/14
Geller photo from
https://web.archive.org/web/20041010065536/http://www.csbsju.edu/csbstuddev/
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An article about the opening of the Women’s Center was published in
the Summer 2004 Saint Benedict’s magazine. Although she’s not
pictured with it, the article does credit class of 2005 Bennie Beth Heinzen
as a driving force behind getting the Women’s Center established. Beth
was the Student Senate president that year, and she “worked tirelessly”
to find funding and a room, and began planning programming for the
Center. She went on to be its Director the next year.
2004 Summer Saint Benedict's Magazine p. 16
https://cdm.csbsju.edu/digital/collection/CSBArchives/id/1241/rec/1
Heinzen (black & white) photo from The Record Nov. 4, 2004, p. 2
https://cdm.csbsju.edu/digital/collection/CSBArchNews/id/32198/rec/10
Heinzen (color) photo from The Record April 21, 2005, p. 1
https://cdm.csbsju.edu/digital/collection/CSBArchNews/id/32411/rec/3
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But the first director (although her title was “coordinator”) was Lisa
Baker, CSB class of 2004. She anticipated the Center being a place
where Bennies “can focus on themselves, as women.” (Lisa went on to
run her own business, Avon’s Baker’s Acres, hence the photo with the
green peppers in the background!)
2004 Summer Saint Benedict's Magazine p. 16
https://cdm.csbsju.edu/digital/collection/CSBArchives/id/1241/rec/1
Baker photo from Baker’s Acres Facebook page,
https://www.facebook.com/pg/Bakers15Acres/photos/?ref=page_internal
Baker photo (with peppers) from March 3, 2017 Record p.1
https://cdm.csbsju.edu/digital/collection/CSBArchNews/id/43305/rec/3
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Lisa’s press release about the Center’s Grand Opening survives in the
Archives. In it she notes the Center “will maintain a visible, accessible,
and supportive environment” for “guests of all nationalities, races and
genders…”
O:\Archives\SJUArchives\Digital Archives\Committees\Admin Assembly
Presentations\CSB Admin Assembly\2021\IWL Nancy Hynes\Images for
Hynes IWL\2004 03 29 Center for Women Grand Opening Lisa Baker.pdf from
AC 08.12 Box 1
Baker photo from Baker’s Acres Facebook page,
https://www.facebook.com/pg/Bakers15Acres/photos/?ref=page_internal
Baker photo (with peppers) from March 3, 2017 Record p.1
https://cdm.csbsju.edu/digital/collection/CSBArchNews/id/43305/rec/3
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I fished this out of the Internet Archive, aka the “Wayback Machine”: the Women’s
Center’s first home page. Unfortunately, the graphics didn’t survive.
https://web.archive.org/web/20040704180743/http://www.csbsju.edu:80/womensc
enter/
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This one, from two years later, is a better representation – both of the Women’s
Center and, more precisely, the advances in CSBSJU website design. The Center’s
upcoming events include “Hot Chocolate Hot Topics”…
https://web.archive.org/web/20060415123038/http://www.csbsju.edu/womenscent
er/
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…a list of which, from 2004-2005, can also be found in the Archives. As you can
see, faculty were often tapped for presentations and conversation.
2004-2005 Hot Cho Hot Topics.pdf
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This is the IWL’s 2010 website…
https://web.archive.org/web/20100528015602/http://www.csbsju.edu/CSB-StudentDevelopment/Institute-for-Womens-Leadership.htm
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…and here’s its 2012-13 website. Facebook and Twitter have become contact
options.
https://web.archive.org/web/20130201231254/http://csbsju.edu/CSB-StudentDevelopment/Institute-for-Womens-Leadership.htm
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The promotional materials got more sophisticated, graphically, over time…These
examples are from 2005 & 2006.
Purple = 2005, Barbie = 2006
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v. 1 #3 2004

v. 1 #1 2020

v. 1 #1 2019

…as did their newsletters, though the numbering system – or lack thereof – is
enough to drive an archivist crazy.
IWL newsletters: Pink = 2004 v. 1 #3, Carliene/orange = 2019 v.1 #1, purple = 2020 v.
1 #1 (I think)
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HCC, 2010

Murray Hall, 2021

Julia Geller, our main speaker (and current director of the IWL) will be talking about
the activities of the Center, so let me just mention some historical tidbits. For one,
its location: initially located in the Haehn Campus Center, it moved to Mary
Commons in 2012, and in 2013 it relocated to Murray Hall, which is where it is
today, within the newly remodeled Multicultural Student Services Center.
O:\Archives\csbarchives\Photos\Buildings Photos\Haehn Campus Center\Women's
Center\Women's Center 2010 0527 02.jpg
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2004: Center for Women
2007: Sister Nancy Hynes Center for Women
2009: Sister Nancy Hynes Institute for Women's Leadership

(aka the “IWL”)

And for another, its names and its namesake. Originally called the Center for
Women, it was renamed the Sister Nancy Hynes Center for Women in 2007. In
2009 it became the Sister Nancy Hynes Institute for Women's
Leadership. The new name indicated a change to focus primarily on
Women's Leadership.
O:\Archives\csbarchives\Photos\Buildings Photos\Haehn Campus Center\Women's
Center\Women's Center 2010 0527 02.jpg
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And as for its namesake, Nancy Hynes was born in Winnebago, Minnesota,
graduated from St. Ben’s in 1955, joined the Monastery in 1956, and taught English
in several area high schools, as well as one in South Dakota. She was initially
professed with the name “Sister Linus.”
Photos from the CSB and St. Ben’s Monastery Archives
1950s-1980s
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• Director of Public Information
• Director of Alumnae and
Parent Relations
• Professor of English
• Director of the FYS Program
• Advisor for Studio One

She got her Master's from Marquette in Milwaukee and her PhD from the
University of Southern California in Los Angeles. She was CSB’s Director of Public
Information from 1970-1974, then spent a year as the Director of Alumnae and
Parent Relations. Then she was a professor of English at St. Ben’s & St. John’s for 32
years. She was the first director of the Common Curriculum's First Year Symposium
program (1984-1989), was the advisor for Studio One, and served on many
committees and task forces, especially in the effort to establish the Women's
Studies/Gender Studies programs for CSB/SJU.
Photos from the CSB and St. Ben’s Monastery Archives, 1950s-1980s
Right photo: O:\Archives\csbarchives\Displays\CSB Centennial\Final Photos for Sisters
Event\Photos for Sisters Event\By Category\Academic\Nancy Hynes lecturing.jpg
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• Director of Public Information
• Director of Alumnae and
Parent Relations
• Professor of English
• Director of the FYS Program
• Advisor for Studio One

But she was also a serious scholar, editing a book of work by Mariella Gable and
authoring a biography of writer J. F. Powers.
Photos from the CSB and St. Ben’s Monastery Archives, 1950s-1980s
Right photo: O:\Archives\csbarchives\Displays\CSB Centennial\Final Photos for Sisters
Event\Photos for Sisters Event\By Category\Academic\Nancy Hynes lecturing.jpg
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Nancy’s 1991 convocation address,
“With Eyes to See”

p.2

Nancy gave the convocation address at St. Ben’s in 1991, “With Eyes to See,” in
which she stressed the benefits of a liberal arts education.
O:\Archives\csbarchives\Digital Archives\People\Hynes, Nancy\Sent to Brenda 2016
03 14\ also has Nancy’s 1991 convocation address, “With Eyes to See” and the
convocation program.
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Here’s a column Nancy wrote for the CSB student newspaper, then
called The Saints, in October 1998.
1998-10-15, The Saints p.5
https://cdm.csbsju.edu/digital/collection/CSBArchNews/id/1661/rec/2
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Full disclosure: Nancy was a friend of my family’s, so I can’t think of her without a
smile on her face, but working with her in an FYS classroom, she could be very
serious and intent upon what she wanted her students to learn and accomplish.
She was strident about feminism and education.
If you had a difference of opinion, you had better be able to articulate your reasons
very clearly, which is exactly what she would do.
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September 16, 2007

Nancy was already dying from breast cancer when these photos were taken at the
dedication of the newly renamed Nancy Hynes Institute for Women’s Leadership on
September 16, 2007.
Photos from the St. Ben’s Monastery Archives. On left: Nancy with Jennifer Galovich;
Ozzie Mayers is behind Nancy. On right: Sharon Nohner, OSB (Campus Ministry) and
Nancy.
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September 16, 2007
“On behalf of the students here
at the College of St. Benedict
we want to thank you for
leading the way and teaching us
to have the heart to seek truth.
Being here at St. Ben's we truly
know what it means to be a
woman and that it is a source of
power.
We are very proud to be
dedicating the Center in your
honor.
We hope to continue the work
you have started for many years
to come.”
Alexa Gallet

In addition to tributes by her colleagues Ozzie Mayers, Sister Linda Kulzer, and Mary
Geller, the then-Director of the IWL, Alexa Gallet, spoke these words:
“On behalf of the students here at the College of St. Benedict we want to thank you
for leading the way and teaching us to have the heart to seek truth. Being here at
St. Ben's we truly know what it means to be a woman and that it is a source of
power…” <ENTER>
Photos from the St. Ben’s Monastery Archives: Sharon Nohner, OSB (Campus
Ministry) and Nancy.
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September 16, 2007
“On behalf of the students here
at the College of St. Benedict
we want to thank you for
leading the way and teaching us
to have the heart to seek truth.
Being here at St. Ben's we truly
know what it means to be a
woman and that it is a source of
power.
We are very proud to be
dedicating the Center in your
honor.
We hope to continue the work
you have started for many years
to come.”
Alexa Gallet

“We are very proud to be dedicating the Center in your honor. We hope to
continue the work you have started for many years to come.”
Photos from the St. Ben’s Monastery Archives: Mary Geller and Nancy.
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Alexa Gallet’s full remarks at
the Nancy Hynes Institute for
Women’s Leadership
dedication
September 16, 2007

O:\Archives\csbarchives\Digital Archives\People\Hynes, Nancy\Sent to Brenda 2016
03 14\AC 08.12 Box 01 Folder 16 alexa gallet.pdf
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Nancy later sent this card thanking Alexa for her “eloquent speech,” the
“wonderful” newsletter (“concise and full of facts”), for the naming honor – and for
the fun party!
O:\Archives\csbarchives\Digital Archives\People\Hynes, Nancy\Sent to Brenda 2016
03 14\AC 08.12 Box 01 Folder 16 card 1.pdf & card 2.pdf
Photos from the St. Ben’s Monastery Archives: Mary Geller and Nancy.
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Evidently the students made pillowcases for Nancy out of the cloth shown here
before Nancy’s photo was unveiled outside the IWL. She thanked them for being
mindful of the environment and recycling.
O:\Archives\csbarchives\Digital Archives\People\Hynes, Nancy\Sent to Brenda 2016
03 14\AC 08.12 Box 01 Folder 16 card 1.pdf & card 2.pdf
Photos from the St. Ben’s Monastery Archives: Mary Geller and Nancy.
Thumbnail inset from https://sbm.osb.org/2008/12/15/nancy-linus-hynes-osb/
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From Saint Benedict’s, Fall 2013:

“The Institute was dedicated to S. Nancy Hynes
in the fall of 2007. Her courses on gender issues
focused on how both genders are affected in
the ongoing struggle for equal human rights.
Of course, her work did not go forward without
difficulty, as many Catholic colleges were not
addressing those issues yet.

But her fiery personality and zeal for gender equality catalyzed this movement,
and her abiding passion and spirit remains a role model for the student staff.”

“The Institute was dedicated to S. Nancy Hynes in the fall of 2007. Her courses on
gender issues focused on how both genders are affected in the ongoing struggle for
equal human rights. Of course, her work did not go forward without difficulty, as
many Catholic colleges were not addressing those issues yet. But her fiery
personality and zeal for gender equality catalyzed this movement, and her abiding
passion and spirit remains a role model for the student staff.”
“Proactive leadership” by Jennifer Simonton ‘13, former public relations coordinator
for the S. Nancy Hynes Institute for Women’s Leadership. Fall 2013 Saint Benedict’s,
p. 13 https://cdm.csbsju.edu/digital/collection/CSBArchives/id/6424/rec/2
Thumbnail from https://sbm.osb.org/2008/12/15/nancy-linus-hynes-osb/
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To give Nancy herself the last word:
She took the Catholic Church to task for its treatment of women and
railed against the "White Male System" - which "hasn't changed much in
200 years." She would probably have become a priest if she could.
She wanted to "stick around to see what happens
when women take us into Vatican III"!

To give Nancy herself the last word: She took the Catholic Church to task for its
treatment of women and railed against the "White Male System" - which "hasn't
changed much in 200 years." She would probably have become a priest if she
could. She wanted to "stick around to see what happens when women take us
into Vatican III"!
From: O:\Archives\csbarchives\Digital Archives\People\Hynes, Nancy\ Hynes, Nancy
women in Cath Church Vatican III ca1981 SJU 065Sh5Box3f10
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“I’m the only person I know of who’s been kicked out of Hospice.”
- Sister Nancy

IWL website, 2021

Compiled in December 2021
from resources in the Archives of
the College of Saint Benedict and
Saint Benedict’s Monastery
by Peggy Landwehr Roske,
CSB/SJU Archivist.
All rights reserved.

Nancy’s death in 2008 at the age of 75 was a big loss to St. Ben’s. But she lasted
longer than anyone expected. In fact, as an example of her humor, I remember well
her telling us, “I’m the only person I know of who’s been kicked out of Hospice.”
2021 https://www.csbsju.edu/iwl
Photo: O:\Archives\csbarchives\Photos\People\Sisters - OSB\Hynes, Nancy
OSB\Media Supplies Cabinet, box, no number color, 1 roll 4 sheets, 4\image33.tif
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Addendum
Student Directors of CSB’s Institute for Women’s Leadership
2004-2021
2021-2022 Julia Geller
2020-2021 Brigit Stattelman-Scanlan
2019-2020 Samantha Siyu
2018-2019 Lucy Dornbach
2018 Spring Magnolia Ditzler
2017 Fall Michelle Ozanich
2015-2017 Lisa Tu
2014-2015 Leah Ranta
2013-2014 Gaby Galeano

2011-2013
2009-2011
2008-2009
2007-2008
2006-2007
2005-2006
2004-2005
2003-2004

Elizabeth Beaty
Carrie Vandelac
Georgia Welle
Alexa Gallet
Cassie Brokke
Theresa Malton
Bethany Heinzen
Lisa Baker
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Student
Directors of
the Nancy
Hynes
Institute for
Women’s
Leadership,
2003-2021

Julia Geller
2021-2022

Brigit Stattelman-Scanlan
2020-2021
Samantha Siyu
2019-2020

Former Student Directors – CSB/SJU (csbsju.edu)
https://www.csbsju.edu/iwl/history/past-student-directors
Scanlan photo from https://www.csbsju.edu/iwl/iwl-staff/iwl-staff-2020-2021
Geller photo from Julia Geller
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Former Student Directors – CSB/SJU (csbsju.edu)
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It’s Matlon

Former Student Directors – CSB/SJU (csbsju.edu)
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